Reading Unit 1/Weeks 5-6 & Me on the Map - Homework Choice Board Activities  
**Directions:** ALL activities on the first row + Math are required for everyone! Choose at least TWO other activities to complete. Turn in this page along with all work by Friday, September 23rd or Monday, October 3rd!!!

### Social Studies
Students are bringing home the **Mapping Booklet** we’ve been completing at school (should be in homework baggy). Study & Review this booklet! On Friday, students will be given a test on labeling the 7 Continents & 5 Oceans on a World Map. Students not mastering this required skill will be given a second chance at the end of the 9-Week Grading Period. This is a BIG part of the 9-Weeks Report Card Average!

### It’s Me on the Map!
Complete the “Me on the Map” page and the World Map Labeling Page/Word Search in your baggy. Students should know the names of their town, county, state, country, continent, & planet. Students should know the 7 continents & 5 oceans of the world. We’ve been working on this a LOT in the classroom! As we move through this unit, try this at home:

**https://maps.google.com**
You can “google” images of your town, home, school, or other recognizable places! Kids are amazed by this!

### “Move it” with Fluency!
Complete the Week 5 Oral Vocabulary & Fluency Sheets in the baggy. If possible, have an adult time you! If not, simply read all stories & words ORALLY to an adult. Read through the Lesson 5 pages of both your Reading Books, pp. 88-107 and pp. 86-103. 

**We’ll take the Unit 1 Week 5 Tests on Friday, September 23rd! We’ll take the Unit 1 Mastery Test on Wednesday, October 5th!**

### Possessive Sort
Complete the “Using Possessives” Sentence Worksheet and the “Possessive Sort” Activity Sheet. Learn the rule:
An apostrophe s at he end of a naming word or noun means that something belongs to someone or something.

### It’s Social Studies… Our New Extended Text Book Focus for the rest of this 9-Weeks!

### MATH
We will continue to work in Chapter 2: Subtraction Concepts. We’ll practice both addition & subtraction facts to 20, focusing heavily on word problems as well as addition fact fluency. Complete all math work in your baggy.

**Spelling**
Study your spelling words & sentences in any way you choose! The tests will be Friday, September 23rd!

**Grammar**
Use the sheets in your baggy to review how to write proper sentences. This has been a major focus throughout Unit 1 and a skill that we will continue to “fine-tune” throughout the year!

**It’s Fall Y’ALL!!!**
Wishing Everyone a Wonderful Fall Break!
September 26-30, 2016

---

**Activity Schedule:** Monday: Music; Tuesday: Guidance; Wednesday - PE; Thursday: Computer Lab

---

**Reading Book 1 Mastery Test Date:** Wednesday, October 5th

---

*Homework for September 19-23, 2016. Homework Credit is given weekly; homework grades will be given at the end of the 9-week grading period based on homework that has been turned in promptly and correctly done. **STUDENTS SHOULD DO THEIR OWN WRITTEN HOMEWORK!!!**